The Possibility of Intelligent Computer Systems
• Turing’s question and imitation game metric
• “. . . The original question, ‘Can machines think?’ I believe to be too

meaningless to deserve discussion. Nevertheless I believe that at
the end of the century the use of words and general educated
opinion will have altered so much that one will be able to speak
of machines thinking without expecting to be contradicted. . .”
“Computing Machinery and
Intelligence”, Mind, 1950. p. 442

What Question Might Turing Pose Now?
• Setting: Agents and people work together on nontrivial task,

extended in time, in an uncertain, dynamic environment.

• Can a computer (agent) team-member behave, over the long-term,

in such a way that people on the team will not notice1 it’s not
Grosz, Turing Research Symposium, University of
human or think it’s stupid.
Edinburgh & Royal Society of Edinburgh, 11 May 2012; AI
Grosz, Turing Research Symposium, University of
Magazine, 33:4, 2012; The Atlantic blog, August 2012.
Edinburgh & Royal Society of Edinburgh, 11 May 2012; AI
Magazine, 33:4, 2012; The Atlantic blog, August 2012.

Why now?

1“not

notice” means as good a team member as a person (not intended to mean
“indistinguishable” from people).

As AI Technology has Entered the “Real World”, an Abundance
of fantasies

and nightmares. . .

Science Fiction: Centuries-long fascination (and fear)
Golem of
Prague, 1500s

Ex Machina, 2015

1818

Beyond Science Fiction: An Abundance of Possibilities
From the philosophical focus
of “Computing Machinery and
Intelligence” and “Can
Machines Think?”
and science fiction
machines gone mad
to realizing
intelligent behavior
in the world:

Focus on augmenting human
intelligence, not replacing it.

Five Reasons to Aim for Coordination and Teamwork
• How times have changed:
• Computer use now vs. 1950
• Human cognition and the development of intelligence
• Responsibilities of people building AI enabled systems:
• Engineering and systems design
• Ethics
• Research motivation: compelling, exciting scientific and

technological challenges

Why “Fluent” Teamwork?
1. Computer Systems Use 1950 vs. 2016
Many
people,
One person, one
system, one place.
a multiplicity
of systems,

work distributed geographically.

Why Fluent Teamwork?
2. Arguments from Cognitive Science:
• Brain development:

• Degree of social interaction affects amount of gray matter and amount of energy

generated in the brain;
• Effects realized by age 2 and last for life, though can be ameliorated.

• Language is interpersonal, cooperative:

• “Infants depend in both their comprehension and production of pointing on a joint

attentional frame (common ground) with their communicative partners . . . And they do
this for the fundamentally cooperative motives of helping and sharing information
and attitudes . . .” (Tomasello, et al., 2007, p. 720)
• Early language development depends less on the quantity of words than on the
style of speech and social context in which speech occurs . . . “It’s not just talk, talk,
talk at the child,” said Kuhl. “It’s more important to work toward interaction and
engagement around language.” [Kuhl, 2011]

Why Fluent Teamwork?
3. Systems Design and Engineering

B: Where is the nearest gas station?
S: <list of 16>
B: Which ones are open?
S: Would you like me to search the web
for “Which ones are open?”
“It’s in the errors that systems make that it’s most
evident that they have not cleared Turing’s hurdle . . .”
Grosz, “What Question Would Turing Pose Today?”, AI
Magazine, Winter 2012.

Why Fluent Teamwork?
4. The Ethical Argument
Oops: the roadways are not
dedicated to autonomous cars
(yet)…the people challenge!

Why Fluent Teamwork:
5. The Scientific Motivation
• A sampling of interesting challenges:
• Algorithms for efficient decision-making under uncertainty.
• Modeling people’s mental state given very partial and uncertain information.
• Methods for supporting communication and information sharing (in situations
with only partial task information).
• Decision-making and methods for transfer of control between systems and
people (when and how).
• Methods for analyzing and learning people’s behavior and their perceptions of
agents.
• Design of empirical studies of hybrid teams.

Envisioning Smart Computational Partners
Focus on augmenting human
intelligence, not replacing it.

• Many domains

• Many types of teamwork
• Theoretical Foundations
• Theory in practice
• system specification
• design inspiration
• analytic lens

Many domains in which to try
• The “Teamwork Challenge” can be met incrementally in many

domains, including
•
•
•
•
•
•

education,
health care,
writing multi-author papers,
rescue and rebuilding,
semi-autonomous driving,
...

• and, “teamwork” taken broadly as the combined activities of

multiple agents has many varieties. . .

Many Varieties of Human-Computer Teamwork
• Mixed-networks:
• Teams comprising (a mix of) people and computer agents
• Example: rescue operations; robot assisted surgery
• Computer support of human teams
• Loosely coupled teams of many people
• Examples: health-care coordination; collaborative writing
• Autonomous-system — human collaborations
• semi-autonomous vehicles
• Crowdwork
• (largely) uncoupled groups of people

Foundations for Design of Teamwork-Capable Systems
Computational theories of collaboration
Teamwork is not simply the
sum of individual plans.

“..the capabilities needed for collaboration cannot be
patched on but must be designed in from the start. "

(Grosz,1994)

SharedPlans Theory

(Grosz&Kraus, 1996,1999; Hunsberger, 1999;
Grosz&Hunsberger, 2006 )

• Each team member commits to team’s performance of the
•
•
•
•

group activity; requires model of intention.
- but not
Team members reach consensus on a (high-level) “recipe”, all the
details
recipes may be partial, revised over time.
Team reaches consensus on allocation of (subtasks), taking into
account agents’ capabilities.
+ meet
delegation
Team members commit to assigned subtasks.
challenges
Team members commit to each others’ success.
Theory implicitly requires group decision making processes and explicitly
requires mutual belief of decisions and commitments.

Many roles for theoretical frameworks
• System specification
• Design guide

• Analytic framework (for design as well as performance analysis)

Theory As System Specification:
Interruption Management
drive home
0.9
0.1
Route A Route B

Individual task:
opportunistic commerce

drive home

Key insight #2:
Agents need to reason
about each others’ activities

Route A

Communication/
coordination

Individual task:
driving

Key insight #1:
Near-decomposability

Nearly-Decomposable Decision-Making (Kamar, 2013)

individual actions
(agent)

joint actions

individual actions
(person)

Nearly-decomposable MDPs
• Maximizing joint utility function
• Independent and joint action sets
• Transitions are nearly-decoupled: dependent if interacting,
decoupled otherwise

Up to exponential
efficiencies in
computation time.

A New Representation: Probabilistic Recipe Trees (Kamar, 2010)

Exponentially more
compact than
exhaustive
representation.

Expected
Duration:
19 min

min 5 min 3 min 10 min 14 min 2 min 2 min
July 18, 10
2017

Modular structure
enables updating
when beliefs change.
Slide 21

Theory As Inspiration and Design Guide:
Collaborative Interfaces (Example: education):

Complementing and working
well with people.

Direct feedback from
teacher to students

Detailed description of
students’ interactions

Condensed presentation
of students’ interactions

AI Challenges Raised by Exploratory Learning Environments
• S-CASTS: Plan

recognition when
observations include
errors and exploration.

(Reddy et al., 2009; Gal, Reddy,
Shieber, Rubin, Grosz, 2012)

• Virtual Labs: Continuous

actions, online plan
recognition. (Amir and Gal,

2011; Uzan et al., 2015)

Offline validation:
correctness,
usefulness

Detecting Critical Moments for Teacher Intervention
(SAGLET: Segal et al., 2017)

Classroom validation:
better interventions
(timing and duration)

Theory As Analytic Lens:
Health Care Coordination
Neurologist
Physical
Therapist

Project in collaboration with the Complex
Primary Care Clinic, Stanford University
Speech
Therapist

GI

Primary
Care
Provider

Parents

Health
aide

Teacher

School nurse

Camp
counselor

Effective Care Plan Use for Complex Care:
Loosely Coupled Teamwork Challenges (Amir et al. 2015)
“FLECS” teamwork characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•

Flat-structure of team
Loosely coupled plans and activities
Extended duration of plans
Continual distributed revision of plans
Syncopated time scales
Raises challenges beyond
prior teamwork models
Amir et al., CHI 2015

Analytic Use of SharedPlans Theory
for Health Care Coordination
• Consensus on recipe:
• Support for providers establishing agreement on high-level approach,
establishing mutual belief.
• Recipes may be partial and evolve over time:
• Support dynamically evolving plans.
• Team members commit to performance of group activity and to

each others’ success:

• Support communication and coordination at appropriate levels and times.

• Locality of information about delegated tasks:
• Key challenge: information sharing without information overload.

From Analysis to
New Algorithms for Information Sharing

Amir, 2016; Amir, Grosz, and Gajos,
IJCAI 2016

• Characteristics: loose-coupling, extended duration
• In loosely-coupled teamwork, detailed recipes are not available for
computing value of information; i.e., no CPKA.
• Extended duration allows learning about interactions among team
members and use as an signal of needing to know.
• Mutual Influence Potential Networks (MIP-nets): learn

collaboration patterns over time

• available from the extended duration of the activity
• task dependencies
• task allocation

• MIP-DOI algorithm: Reason about information-sharing based on

the learned collaboration patterns

Empirical Study:
Personalized Change Awareness

(Amir, 2016)

• Domain/task: multi-author collaborative writing
• Comparison in extended editing sessions:

• All changes (current systems)
• Filter changes randomly [decrease amount of info]
• Personalized filtering based on MIP-nets and MIP-DOI [decrease based on

relevance]

• Overview of results:

• Limiting number of changes resulted in lower workload, higher productivity
• Changes based on personalized filter
• more helpful
• higher quality than random

Lessons and Models from Past Research:
From Sentences to Dialogues

• Dialogues are not random sequences of utterances:
• Thesis: Grosz, 1977, “The Representation and Use of Focus in a System for
Understanding Dialogs”
• Grosz & Sidner, 1986, “Attention, Intention and the Structure of Discourse”.
Intentional structure is key to understanding.

• Spoken language is not a pipeline: prosody conveys discourse

information:

• Grosz & Hirschberg, 1992, “Some Intonational Characteristics of Discourse

Structure”.
• Hirschberg & Grosz, 1992, “Intonational Features of Local and Global
Discourse Structure”.

Lessons and Models from Past Research:
From Dialogue to Collaboration

• Intentional Structure cannot be represented by single agent plans:
• Grosz & Sidner, 1990, “Plans for Discourse”.
• Lochbaum, 1998, “A Collaborative Planning Model of Intentional Structure”.
• Designing collaborative systems:
• Grosz & Kraus, 1996, “Collaborative Plans for Complex Group Action”.
• Grosz & Kraus, 1999, “The Evolution of SharedPlans”.
Challenges at “the edge”: integrating the fundamental principles of
dialogue and teamwork foundations with data-driven ML approaches.

Recent Research: From Collaboration to Loosely Coupled Teams
• Not all planning situations enable complete recipe representations:
• Amir et al., 2015, “From Care Plans to Care Coordination: Opportunities For
Computer Support of Teamwork in Complex Healthcare.”
• Methods for information sharing in loosely coupled settings:
• Amir et al., IJCAI-2016, “Mutual Influence Potential Networks: Enabling
Information Sharing in Loosely-Coupled Extended-Duration Teamwork”.
• Amir et al., in submission, “Personalized Change Awareness: Reducing
Information Overload in Loosely-Coupled Teamwork”.
Challenges at “the edge”: develop methods for broader array of coordination
and teamwork and for widely varying information sharing circumstances.

AI Entering Daily Life: The Need to Address Ethical Challenges
B: ‘‘What’s something nice that
your sister does for you?’’
T: ‘‘She does nothing nice to me.’’
B: ‘‘Well, what is the last nice
thing your sister did?’’
T: ‘‘She helped me with my
project — and then she destroyed
it.’’
B: ‘‘Oh, yeah, tell me more!’’
B: ‘‘Have you told your sister
lately how cool she is?’’
T: ‘‘No. She is not cool.’’
B: ‘‘You never know, she might
appreciate hearing
it.’’ awkward, but
Not just

raising ethical concerns. . .

Ethical Challenges:
Barbie Doll Dialogue System

• Expectations that are violated.
• Dialogue behavior
• Unremittingly pleasant and happy, never provoked
• Language learning: normal dialogue expectations
“trying to build the
• Child development and friendship
perfect friend”
• Comparison of Barbie’s behavior with human friends
cf. Westworld
• No consequences for child’s bad behavior.
• Is it ethical to encourage a child to confide in a computer system? To trust
the advice it will give a child?
• Effect on development of imagination and creativity?

The Nature of Dialogue
• Dialogues are structured by the purposes of the participants.
• Not just linear sequences
John came by and left the groceries.
Stop that you kids.
And I put them away after he left.

From Polanyi and Scha, “Discourse Syntax and Semantics”

The Nature of Dialogue
• Dialogues are structured by the purposes of the participants.
• Not just linear sequences: intentions matter
• Intonation is integral, not a surface coating
John came by and left the groceries.
Stop that you kids.
And I put them away after he left.

From Polanyi and Scha, “Discourse Syntax and Semantics”

The Nature of Dialogue
• Dialogues are structured by the purposes of the participants.
• Not just linear sequences: intentions matter
• Intonation is integral, not a surface coating
• Not just adjacency (question/response) pairs
• Some resulting characteristics that raise challenges for AI systems and

chatbots:

• Open domains (e.g., social chatbots, Twitter) harder than closed domains (travel

assistants, customer service)
• Short dialogues (Q/A pair) easier than extended (“real”) dialogue.

The Roots of Ethical Challenges:
Missing System Dialogue Capabilities
B: Where is the nearest gas station?
S: <list of 16>
B: Which ones are open?
S: Would you like me to search the web
for “Which ones are open?”

The Roots of Ethical Challenges:
Lack of the Generalization that’s in Human Cognition
• Where is the nearest ER?
• Where can I get a flu shot?
• Sample answers:
What kind of businesses are you looking for?
Launches iTunes
• Where can I go to get a sprained ankle treated?”
• Sample answer:
“Here’s what I got”
<list of webpages that describe how to treat a sprained ankle>

Ethical Challenges Abound and Affect
Individuals, Communities, Nations, the World

• Personal privacy and security
• Clash of incentives and social good: clicks and incentives to

“sell sites” and “fake news”
• Justice:

• Progressive cultural change vs. predicting from the past.
• Data, consolidation of power, and regulatory capture : Who owns the data?

Who determines standards?

• Equality: ensuring benefits accrue to low-resource communities,

that minority group languages/cultures are not left behind.
• Trust for expertise: people are licensed in law, medicine, plumbing
or credentialed by education.

AI and Social Good:
Ethics Includes Doing Good, Not Just Avoiding Harm

• A few examples (AAAI Spring Symposium, 2017):
• Healthcare: efficient information sharing for health care coordination,
disease prevention information dissemination, smart elderly care support
• Security games for patrolling of harbors and poaching
• Cities: transportation, energy conservation, urban planning
• Sustainability
• Each possibility raises interesting scientific problems, design

challenges, and ethical questions.

Ethical Challenges: AI and Jobs in the Future
Replacing, Augmenting, Complementing People

Health care is
• Example: Legal and Policy jobs
similarly nuanced.
• AI methods excel at document retrieval (aka search)
• AI methods adequate for drafting simple documents (cf. books of standard
wills); may not even need AI!
• AI methods unlikely (in the near term) to
• produce useful novel legal arguments, creatively putting facts together in
new ways.
• produce a new persuasive foreign policy interventions.
• Rights, benefit/harm: the nature of jobs now and in the future
• Crowd-sourced piecework: who regulates conditions?
• Design focused on people or machines (cf., current customer service
chatbots)
We can do better.

Some General Ethical Principles
• Values should be decided by people.
• Focusing on robot “takeover” scenarios could distract from issues

that are important now.
• Options for handling challenges include
•
•
•
•

Regulation and policy.
Design
Incorporating ethical reasoning capabilities (hard!)
Accurate, intelligible disclaimers

High-level View: Ethics and Design for
AI-Technology Working With People:
• Teamwork: “..the capabilities needed for collaboration cannot be

patched on but must be designed in from the start. " (Grosz, 1994)
• Ethics must be taken into account from the start...
• Design with ethics principles in mind
• Design ethical reasoning systems

• Getting it more right in the future:
• Educating computer scientists about the challenges.
• Including ethics in project/product design.

Smart Systems: Collaboration and Hybrid Intelligence

To be truly “smart” a system must (be designed to) work well with people.

Challenge at “the edge”: “a future in which computer systems make us feel
smarter, not dumber, and work seamlessly with us, like a good human partner.”
Grosz, Atlantic Blog, 2012

“Conjectures are of great importance since they suggest useful
lines of research.”
Turing, “Computing Machinery and Intelligence”, Mind, 1950. p. 442

An Aside for Early Career Researchers
Career Lessons and Reflections on Research Goals:

• From sentences to dialogue: senior gurus are sometimes wrong

(Chomsky, McCarthy);
• From dialogues to collaboration: persistence pays off.
• From collaboration to loosely coupled teamwork: incremental
research vs. fundamentally new problems.
• Timing matters: now is the time!
• Taking risks, supporting risk takers
• Ethics in design and policy

Focusing on the individual mind misses
a lot of what’s important:
Can a computer (agent) team-member behave, over the long-term, in such a way
that people on the team will not notice it’s not human or think it’s stupid?

computer
No man is an island,
entire of itself...
(John Donne, 1624)
“We can only see a short distance ahead, but we can see plenty
there that needs to be done.”

Turing, “Computing Machinery and Intelligence”, Mind, 1950. p. 460

PhD days:
Berkeley, Xerox,
SRI

Collaboration
SharedPlans

Centering & Intonation

HCI
Collaborative
Interfaces

Agents
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Questions?

